
DISSOLVING PAPER
Are you looking for a sheet of paper which is soluble in water?
Characteristics :
1. Dissolving Paper is rapidly soluble both in cold and hot water.
2. Dissolving Paper is also soluble in a sea water.
3. Dissolving Paper keeps its strength in alcoholic liquid.
4. Dissolving Paper is safe, harmless and environmental-friendly.
5. Dissolving Paper can be printed with off-set printing as well as other print-
ing methods.
6. Dissolving Paper can be converted into a pouch or a bag.

Applications :
Memo pads
Supplements to Magazines
Confidential Documents
Seeding Beds
Pouches for Seeds
Wrapping Paper for Toilet Paper
Cores of Toilet Paper
Detergent Pouches for Aircraft Toilets
Cotton Swabs
Attachments to the Feces Examination Kit
Urine Test Paper
Base Paper for Embroidery
Paper for Tiling Process
Processing Paper for Tube Welding
Water Absorbent Polymer Pouches
Water Absorbent Sheets
Lanterns
Paper for a Current Meter
Ums
Labels
Toilet Mats
Fragrant Petals for Bath (Bathing Agent)

Watersoluble paper
 Our watersoluble paper is the representative patented product in our 
specialty paper series. It dissolves quickly in both cold and hot water. It has 
been used for the pin hole detection at the welded part of a fuel tank in the 
Apollo Plan by NASA of the United States. The products consist of a stand-
ard type and other special types which are specially prepared for heat-seal-
ing, higher tear-strength and 
dissolving in alkali.

Water-Soluble Paper Label
Our Water-Soluble Label Stock, the first marketed in the world, is used for beer 
keg labels etc., as the labels can be washed off without damaging any surfaces. 
Application for returnable containers or material recycling system is now very 
much demand worthy as “Ecology Friendly” Label Stock.
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